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Longwall entrance is especially vulnerable to the combined mining of nearby

coal seams because of the substantial deformation disaster loaded by the

abutment stress caused by the mining disturbance. Changes to the fracture

characteristics, movement behavior, and structural morphology of the bearing

structure above the coal pillar are recommended using the separated layer rock

failure technology (SLRFT) to safeguard the entry beneath the coal pillar from

high abutment stress. To simulate the impacts of the SLRFT on the decrease of

the abutment stress surrounding the entry under the coal pillar under the plane–

stress circumstances, two experimental models were created. Abutment stress

revolution, roof movement laws, and fracture features were all tracked using

three identical monitoring systems in each experimental model. The

experimental results indicate that SLRFT generates the shorter caving step

length, more layered collapse, and higher caving height of the immediate roof,

which improves the dilatancy of caving rock mass, the filling rate, and the

compaction degree of the worked-out area. In the ceiling above the worked-

out area, the fracture progresses from a non-penetrating horizontal and oblique

gaping fracture to stepped closed fractures and piercing fractures. The main

roof’s subsidence shifts from a linear, slow tendency to a stepped, fast one. The

bearing structure changes from two-side cantilever structure with a T type into

one-side cantilever structure with a basin type. Because the compacted worked-

out region has a bigger support area, more of the overburden load is transferred

there, weakening the abutment stress around the longwall entry from 12.5 kPa to

3.7 kPa. The stress reduction degree increases with the reduction of the

cantilever length of the bearing structure and the increasing of the support

coefficient of the compacted worked-out area. These findings illustrate the

effectiveness of SLRFT in lowering entrance stress. With the established

experimental model, it is possible to evaluate the viability, efficiency, and

design of SLRFT under various engineering and geological circumstances.

KEYWORDS

separated layer rock failure technology, abutment stress reduction, longwall entry
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1 Introduction

The stability of the longwall entry is affected by the stress, the

materials, and the support surrounding it (Kang et al., 2019; Xia

et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023a). The longwall entry

will serve as the subterranean space’s access point for ventilation,

transit, pedestrian, and other production systems. It will encounter

multiple disturbances of the mining abutment stress when it is

located under the coal pillar in the combined mining of close

distance coal seams (Ning et al., 2020). According to Liu et al.

(2021), these multiple disturbances will result in supporting body

failure, significant deformation, roof collapsing, or even rock burst,

endangering the stability control of the longwall entry under a

specific geological and technical condition. These specific geological

and technical conditions always concentrate on temperature, air

pressure, hydraulic pressure, and the ground pressure (Liu and Li,

2023; Liu et al., 2023b; Ye et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023b).

According to Zhang et al. (2022b), locating the abutment stress’s

origin is helpful for stress reduction.

According to Wang et al. (2015), the abutment stress in the

upper close-distance coal pillar is the main source of the abutment

stress near the longwall entry. When the neighboring working face

retreats, this coal pillar will experience loading and unloading

action, which alters how the abutment stress is distributed in the

coal pillar (Shen et al., 2016). This change is induced from the

partial overburden weight above the worked-out area loading on the

unworked-out area by the bearing structure, which results in the

stress redistribution around the longwall entry under the coal pillar

and makes the rock around the longwall entry suffer from loading

and unloading action either (Shen et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2023c).

Under this type of action, the plastic, crushing, and rupture failure

zones will spread into the deeper rock surrounding the longwall

entry, which is the cause of the longwall entry’s significant

deformation (Bai et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2023a; Zhang et al., 2020;

Liu et al., 2022). To lessen the failure zone indicated above and keep

this longwall entrance stable, it is effective to weaken the

abutment stress.

To reduce abutment stress, one can either eliminate the source

of the stress, avoid situations with high abutment stress, or move the

stress to a location remote from the longwall entry (Shen et al.,

2020). Solid backfilling technology is used to eliminate the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 02
generation of the abutment stress by preventing the movement of

the roofs, which needs to consume a lot of filling materials and is

hard to reach 100% of filling rate (Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,

2022c; Meng et al., 2023). When the location of the longwall entry is

permissible for adjustment (Wilson and Ashwin, 1972; Hou and

Ma, 1989; Li et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2023), entry layout technology

can protect the longwall entry from high abutment stress. Cutting

roof technology can transfer the abutment stress from the longwall

entry to the far away area by changing the bearing structure above

the coal pillar, which always ignores the effects of the nearby thick

rock strata’s movement, the upper hard roof structure movement,

the structure plane along the rock plane, and the preset crack

mechanical behavior (Huang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021; Wang

et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022a). It is necessary to

conduct more research to determine whether the hard roof would

crack, slip, cave along the predicted crack plane, and produce a

suitable bearing structure above the coal pillar.

In this work, separated layer rock failure technology (SLRFT) is

proposed to weaken the multiple disturbances of the abutment

stress and improve the stability of the longwall entry. The initial step

in determining its stress reduction method is to analyze the fracture

characteristics, movement behavior, and structural morphology of

the bearing structure above the coal pillar. For the purpose of

revealing the process for stress reduction and subsequently proving

the viability of SLRFT, two physical simulation models with plane–

stress circumstances are created. SLRFT’s effectiveness and

influencing elements are ultimately explored and determined.
2 Method of SLRFT

A technique for altering rock structure while mining disturbs it

is shown in Figure 1. It is known as SLRFT. The artificial structure

plane parallel to the lower thick rock stratum plane (ASPP), the

artificial structure plane intersecting in the upper thick hard roof

(ASPI), and the mining extra loading and unloading impact on

ASPP and ASPI (MALU) make up its three interaction aspects. In

the SLRFT, ASPP is an artificial discontinuous structural plane that

needs to be parallel to the thick rock stratum plane and can be

generated with hydrofracturing or high-pressure water jet

technology in the field application. Its main function is
FIGURE 1

Method of SLRFT.
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accelerating the movement of lower thick rock strata by separating

the lower thick rock strata into multiple straticulate rock structures

along ASPP under MALU. By dividing the upper thick hard roof

into two portions along ASPI under MALU, ASPI plays a crucial

function in identifying the site of the fracture of the upper thick

hard roof. MALU is experiencing temporal and spatial variation

during the ASPP and ASPI processes. In addition, the time-varying

MALU will respond to the ASPP and ASPI processes. Finally,

SLRFT will achieve the reduction of abutment stress around the

longwall entry by changing the bearing structure of the fracture

thick roof strata with ASPP, ASPI, and MALU.

Before MALU and ASPP may have an impact, ASPI must be

created in the upper thick hard roof. Under the first in-place load,

the hard roof maintains its stability and completeness. The hard

roof’s internal load will transform into a new equilibrium state after

ASPI is created, whereas the hard roof’s external load will remain in

its initial state. The exterior load of the hard roof will change into a

different state during the MALU process due to the mining impact;

thus, it maintains stability because the internal change cannot affect

the external condition. When the worked-out area is covered by the

hard roof, this external load will decrease. However, it will rise if the

neighboring undeveloped area is covered by a hard roof. In

addition, as the mining working face advances, it will go through

a rising and decreasing procedure. Finally, with the influence of

MALU, the hard roof will fracture along the preset structure plane

and changes into a reasonable bearing structure by a different way

of movement behavior and fracture characteristics.

Prior to the impact of MALU, ASPP must be created in the

lower, thicker rock strata. The thick rock strata maintain their

stability under the initial in situ stress before the influence of

MALU. After ASPP is established, it is separated into multiple

straticulate rock structures. The straticulate rock structures are

susceptible to bending, fracturing, caving, and expanding under

the impact of MALU. The thick rock strata’s movement behavior,

fracture characteristics, and structural morphology will alter as a

result of ASPP. Finally, the caving-expansion rock mass is beneficial

to the filling of the underground mined area, which will affect the

behavior of the upper thick hard roof
3 Experimental models for SLRFT

3.1 Geological and mining conditions

In the Chinese province of Shanxi, Jinzhong is home to the

Lingshihuayuan coal mine. In this coal mine, the nearby coal seams

are mined using a combined mining technique to provide coal

resources. The coal seams at numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11 are the closest

to the surface as shown in Figure 2A. Among the coal seams, the

thickness of the numbers 8 and 11 cannot meet the mining

requirement under the current mining technology. Nearly 390 m

below the surface of the earth, there is a coal seam known as number

9. Its average thickness is 1.12 m, and its average dip angle is 2°.

Limestone, sandstone, and fine sandstone make up the underlying

strata above coal seam number 9. Moreover, the roof strata of the

number 10 coal seam are composed of sandy mudstone, which is
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located beneath the number 9 coal seam. This roof strata’s average

thickness is 5.32 m, which corresponds to the distance between coal

seam numbers 9 and 10. The number 10 coal seam has an average

thickness of 4.23 m and a 2° dip angle. Sandstone, the number 11

coal seam, mudstone, and sandstone are among the geological types

found in its nether regions.

Each coal seam uses a two-entry method, as indicated in

Figure 2B, for every longwall full-seam operation. The length of

the longwall panel is 164 m in the coal seam number 9 and 199 m in

coal seam number 10. To recycle more than 378,872 tons of coal

resources, the entry of the longwall panel in coal seam number 10

must be positioned below the coal pillar of the longwall panel in coal

seam number 9. The entry must be made to withstand the abutment

stress brought on by the upper coal pillar and mining working face

in coal seam numbers 9 and 10.
3.2 Physical models

As illustrated in Figure 3, two physical models were developed

to assess the SLRFT’s reliability at the State Key Laboratory of Coal

Resources in China. Each model has a length, a width, and a height

of 2.50 m, 0.20 m, and 0.73 m, respectively. The shape, density, and

strength should be consistent with the connection as Equation (1),

according to the similarity theory (Fumagalli, 1973). In this

experiment, CL, Cr, Cs, and Ct’s similarity ratios were calculated

to be 100, 1.5, 150, and 10, respectively. With the help of this model

design, it is possible to simulate the mechanical behavior of the

higher coal pillar and lower entry and lower mining operating

activities in the lower coal seam. To replicate the SLRFT effects in

the two models, various ASPP and ASPI numbers were set up. In

model 1’s sandy mudstone, one ASPP was placed in the center, and,

in model 2’s sandy mudstone, two ASPPs were placed, as shown in

Figure 3. In addition, two ASPIs were placed in the limestone in

model 2, whereas zero ASPIs were placed in model 1, as seen in

Figure 3.

Cs=Cr=CL = 1

CL = Lr=Lm

Cs = sp=sm

Cr = rp=rm
Ct = =CL=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
CL

p

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(1)

where CL, Cs, and Ct are the similarity ratios of geometry,

strength, and time, respectively. Cr is the density similarity ratio

between the prototype and the model. Lp, sp, and rp represent the
dimension, strength, and density of the rock strata in the field,

respectively; Lm, sm, and rm represent the dimension, strength, and

density of the rock strata in the model, respectively.
3.3 Physical materials

Table 1 lists the 21 materials that were utilized to mimic the

mechanical behavior of rock strata, coal seams, ASPP, ASPI, and

structure plane for each model. Sand, gypsum, calcium carbonate,
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water, mica powder, and other materials are mixed together.

According to the strength similarity ratio and the uniaxial

compression strength of each rock stratum, the ratio of each type

of simulation material contents is established by the current

material ratio (Tu, 2010). For each model, a total of 809.64 kg of

sand, 61.09 kg of calcium carbonate, 115.75 kg of gypsum, 98.6 L of

water, and 20 kg of mica powder are utilized.
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3.4 Monitoring instruments and scheme

Evaluating the indices of the SLRFT effect during the combined

mining activity of upper and lower working faces, the vertical

displacement, structure morphology, and abutment stress are

identified. To track the development of the abutment stress in the

rock at the longwall entry, a ZC40YL data acquisition system with a
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BW flat earth pressure box was used. The progression of the vertical

displacement was documented using a three-dimensional digital

photogrammetry system called CoordMeasis that included white

gauge points, encoding points, and scale plates. The structure

morphology was also captured using the high-definition camera.

In the physical model, 189 gauge points and six flat earth pressure

boxes are placed. According to Figure 4, the specific monitoring

settings are set up.

The sandy mudstone above the lower coal seam and the

limestone above the upper coal seam are chosen as the focus of

the analysis to highlight the impacts of SLRFT on the vertical

displacement. Six monitoring locations have been chosen in total to

track the limestone and sandstone’s vertical displacement over time.

Points 1 and 2 are situated at the sandy mudstone and limestone,

respectively, and are separated from the lower coal seam’s lateral
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
end of the gob by a horizontal distance of 11.5 cm. At a horizontal

distance of 57.5 cm from the lateral termination of the gob in the

lower coal seam, points 3 and 4 are situated at the sandy mudstone

and limestone, respectively. With a horizontal distance of 102.9 cm

from the lateral endpoint of the gob in the lower coal seam,

points 5 and 6 are situated at the sandy mudstone and

limestone, respectively.

The sandstone above the lower coal seam and the sandstone

below the lower coal seam are chosen to study the bearing

properties of rock strata beneath the upper coal pillar to reveal

the impacts of SLRFT on the abutment stress. Three monitoring

locations have been chosen in total to track the development of the

rock below the top coal pillar’s abutment stress. Underneath the

lower coal pillar, at point A, is the sandy mudstone. The location of

point B is at the sandy mudstone beneath the center of the lower
TABLE 1 Materials used in each physical model.

Lithology
Thickness

(cm)

Uniaxial compressive
strength of prototype

(MPa)

Uniaxial compressive
strength of model

(kPa)

Sand
(kg)

Calcium
carbonate

(kg)

Gypsum
(kg)

Water
(L)

Sandy
mudstone

6.00 26.00 173.33 65.57 3.28 7.65 7.70

Mudstone 6.15 23.00 153.33 63.75 3.83 8.93 7.70

Limestone 4.15 50.00 333.33 38.25 3.83 8.93 5.10

Mudstone 2.50 23.00 153.33 31.88 3.19 3.19 3.80

Sandy
mudstone

1.50 26.00 173.33 21.86 1.09 2.55 2.60

Sandstone 2.80 30.00 200.00 28.68 2.87 6.69 3.80

Sandy
mudstone

1.00 26.00 173.33 10.93 0.55 1.27 1.30

Limestone 3.15 50.00 333.33 47.81 4.78 11.16 6.40

Coal seam 8 0.50 12.52 83.47 11.15 3.18 3.18 1.30

Sandy
mudstone

2.00 26.00 173.33 21.86 1.09 2.55 2.60

Fine
sandstone

1.23 35.00 233.33 20.4 1.53 3.57 2.60

Sandy
mudstone

2.31 26.00 173.33 32.78 1.64 3.83 3.80

Limestone 6.80 50.00 333.33 66.94 6.69 15.62 8.90

Coal seam 9 1.12 12.52 83.47 11.15 0.80 0.80 1.30

Sandy
mudstone

5.32 18.45 123.00 54.64 2.73 6.37 6.40

Coal seam 10 4.23 14.09 93.93 44.63 3.19 3.19 5.10

Sandy
mudstone

2.23 22.25 148.33 21.86 1.10 2.55 2.60

Coal seam 11 0.63 14.09 93.93 11.15 0.80 0.80 1.30

Sandy
mudstone

11.00 26.00 173.33 120.21 6.00 14.00 14.00

Sandstone 2.14 34.67 231.13 20.40 2.55 2.55 2.60

Mudstone 5.94 23.00 153.33 63.75 6.38 6.38 7.70
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working face. Above the lower coal pillar, point C is situated at the

sandy mudstone.
3.5 Experimental procedures

Seven steps make up the entire experimental process. The first

phase involves setting up the experimental equipment and supplies.

The two tall, stiff loading frames, the electricity-powered mixing

barrel, the electronic scale, the monitoring systems, the simulation

materials, and other necessary equipment are among them. For

each model, 21 actual rock strata can be built individually in the

second stage. A variety of mica powders were employed to replicate

ASPP in the sandy mudstone, ASPI in the limestone, and the

structural plane between two neighboring rock strata. In the third

step, 20 loading rams in the top frame were subjected to a vertical

load of 0.06 MPa to approximate the overburden loads after 1 week.

The normal displacement in the floor and side boundaries was fixed

with the frame. In the fourth step, excavation was conducted to

generate the entries, coal pillars, gobs, and working faces in the

upper and lower coal seams under the condition of the design in

Figure 2. The order of excavation in the upper coal seam is as

follows: 9106 tail entry, 9106 gob, 9108 head entry, 9108 gob, 9107

head entry, and 9107 tail entry. The lower coal seam has the

following order: 10107 head entry, 10107 tail entry, 10108 head

entry, 10108 gob, 10106 tail entry, 10106 gob, and 10108 head entry.

The working face was retreated in the fifth step, moving from the

upper coal seam’s 9107 head entry to 9107 tail entry stage by stage

every 30 min. A miniature shovel was used in each stage to dig out

coal that was 10 mm long. After the working face had been

excavated by 50 cm in the higher coal seam, the working face was

retreated from 10107 head entrance to 10107 tail entry stage by

stage every 30 min in the lower coal seam. The distance between the

bottom and upper working faces, measured horizontally, is 50 cm.

A small shovel was also used at each stage to dig out coal that was

10 mm long. The excavation continues through the final working

face in the lower coal seam in the final stage. The monitoring

systems should be functioning normally during excavation so that

they can record data until the completion of excavation.

In the experimental procedures, the mining activities are

divided into three stages: stage I, stage II, and stage III. The upper

working face is retreating in stage I, whereas the lower working face

remains stationary. Once the upper working face has retreated
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
50 cm, the lower working face also starts to regress, and the mining

operation shifts to stage II, which is a simultaneous retreat of the

upper and lower working faces. After the top working face retreats

to the finishing line position, 150 cm from the start, the mining

activity transitions into stage III, which involves the retreating of the

bottom working face.
4 Results

4.1 Effects of SLRFT on the movement
behavior of rock strata

SLRFT primarily accelerates the roof subsidence close to the

lateral gob termination in the lower coal seam, as seen in Figure 5A.

In stage I, roof sinking at point 1 remains at zero, whereas it steadily

increases at point 2 as the top working face retreats. In this stage,

there is little and a gradual increase in the subsidence difference

between the SLRFT effect and the ASPP effect. As the upper and

lower working faces combine to retreat, roof sinking at point 1

grows gradually in stage II, then accelerates quickly later, and

eventually stabilizes gradually. The end value that SLRFT has an

impact on is almost the same as the final value that ASPP has an

impact on, and the velocity that SLRFT has an impact on is greater

than that of ASPP. More definitely, the combined retreating of the

upper and lower working faces is indicated by the roof sinking of

point 2 increasing slowly with a linear trend under the impact of

ASPP and increasing slowly under the influence of SLRFT. Its final

value and velocity influenced by SLRFT are significantly larger than

them influenced by ASPP. Because the lower working face is

receding in stage III, roof subsidence at points 1 and 2 remains

steady and barely changes. This suggests that stage II is when

SLRFT and ASPP have the most impact on roof subsidence.

As depicted in Figure 5B, SLRFT mostly contributes to the

acceleration of roof sinking toward the location 57.5 cm from the

lateral end of the gob in the lower coal seam. The roof subsidence of

point 3 is remaining zero in stage I. The top working face’s retreat

causes point 4’s roof subsidence to increase quickly after remaining

zero at first. SLRFT has a smaller early influence on subsidence

velocity than ASPP but a bigger late one. In stage II, roof subsidence

of point 3 keeps zero initially, increases slowly later, increases

rapidly, and then finally stabilizes, as the retreating of the

combined retreating of the upper and lower working face. The
FIGURE 4

Monitoring points layout in the physical models.
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end value that SLRFT has an impact on is almost the same as the

final value that ASPP has an impact on, and the velocity that SLRFT

has an impact on is greater than that of ASPP. Notably, the

combined retreating of the upper and lower working faces causes

roof subsidence at point 4 to develop slowly at first, quickly later,

and then suddenly stabilize. This is also true for ASPP, which causes

roof subsidence to increase slowly at first, quickly later. Its velocity

that SLRFT has an impact on is much more than that of ASPP. The
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 07
fact that the lower working face is receding throughout stage III,

whereas the roof subsidence at points 3 and 4 remains stable or

barely increases, suggests that stage II is when the impacts of SLRFT

and ASPP on roof subsidence are most noticeable.

As demonstrated in Figure 5C, SLRFT mostly contributes to the

acceleration of roof sinking near the location 102.9 cm from the

lateral end of the gob in the lower coal seam. In stage I, the top

working face is retreating by zero, whereas the roof subsidence of
B

C

A

FIGURE 5

Movement behavior of roofs influenced by SLRFT and ASPP. (A) Roofs above the position 11.5 cm away from the lateral end of gob in the lower coal
seam. (B) Roofs above the position 57.5 cm away from the lateral end of gob in the lower coal seam. (C) Roofs above the position 102.9 cm away
from the lateral end of gob in the lower coal seam.
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points 5 and 6 continues. In stage II, the ceiling subsidence of point

5 remains 0 at first, climbs gradually later, increases quickly, and

then stabilizes as the combined retreat of the top and lower working

faces. SLRFT has a greater impact on the object’s final value and

velocity than ASPP does. Notably, the combined retreating of the

upper and lower working faces causes the roof subsidence of point 6

to increase with three distinct linear steps when influenced by

SLRFT and with practically a single linear trend when impacted by

ASPP. Its velocity that SLRFT has an impact on is much more than

that of ASPP. In stage III, point 5’s roof sinking, which is influenced

by SLRFT and ASPP, remains steady and barely grows because of

the lower working face receding. The final value is about the same.

In addition, as the lower working face retreats, the roof sinking at

point 6 experiences a progressive stabilization phase before

increasing swiftly at first, increasing slowly afterward, and finally

stabilizing. The final value is practically the same as well. It needs to

be clarified that the fractural rock mass in limestone experiences

slight up-and-down rotation under SLRFT in stage III, and this

slight rotation behavior results in the slight reduction of the roof

subsidence at monitoring point 6 within the 130 cm to 170 cm.
4.2 Effects of SLRFT on the bearing
structure above the longwall entry

As shown in Figure 6, where the working face is retreating into

nearby coal seams, the bearing structure caused by SLRFT above the

longwall entry differs significantly from that impacted by ASPP in

terms of fracture distribution, structural morphology, caving height,

and gob filling behavior.

Roofs above the gob that are affected by ASPP in stage I produce

non-penetrating oblique and horizontal gaping fractures, whereas

those that are affected by SLRFT produce stepped closed fractures

and piercing fractures. When there are fracture differences, two-

sided cantilever structures rise above the longwall entry and are

influenced by ASPP, whereas one-sided cantilever structures rise

above the longwall entry and are influenced by SLRFT. These

structures include suspended structures and caving rock mass

structures. When the roofs are dealt with SLRFT, the caving zone

can completely cover the lower and upper gobs for the roofs above

the lower gob and extends to the limestone above the upper coal

seam. However, when the roofs are dealt with ASPP, caving zone

only reaches the lower coal seam and cannot fill the bottom gob.

Stage II is characterized by the coupled retreating process in which

sandy mudstone gradually caves to the lower gob floor. One ASPP has

a greater effect on the duration of a caving step than twoASPPs do. The

caving zone divides into two layers under the impact of one ASPP and

into three layers under the influence of two ASPPs. The caving rock

mass structure is simple to fracture and fill the gob due to the influence

of SLRFT. However, the SLRFT has no effect on the masonry

construction, which remains stable and suspended. The two-sided

cantilever structure transforms into a single-sided cantilever structure

with an oblique closed fracture and an uncompacted bottom gob. In

contrast, the bottom gob of the one-side cantilever construction is still

present and in the condition of compacting. The hanging structure sags

and forces the caving rockmass structure to becomemore compressed.
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In stage III, the gob was gradually compacted in certain areas, and

the bearing structure remained steady above the longwall entry. Small

caving height and partial filling cause the oblique fracture to form

above the gob’s terminating side and spread to the higher roofs under

the impact of ASPP. In contrast, the roofs above the terminating side of

the gob gradually produce bending subsidence, and the prior cracks

were compacted under the influence of significant caving height and

the majority of filling brought on by SLRFT. The cantilever structure

and the masonry structure, meanwhile, maintain stability and support

the weight on the coal pillar and longwall entry under ASPP.

Nevertheless, even in the presence of SLRFT, the cantilever structure

maintains its stability and supports stresses on the longwall entry, the

coal pillar, and the compacted gobs.
4.3 Effects of SLRFT on the abutment
stress around the longwall entry

As can be seen in Figure 7A, SLRFT primarily works to reduce

the rock’s abutment stress in the sandy mudstone beneath the lower

coal pillar. In stage I, the top working face begins to retreat, and the

abutment stress at point A gradually increases at first and then

grows rapidly step by step later. SLRFT has a greater impact on it

than ASPP does on its maximum value and growing velocity. The

largest difference, roughly, is 2.57 kPa. In stage II, the abutment

stress at point A, which is driven by ASPP, eventually stabilizes after

a steady increase in fluctuation. Nevertheless, it drops quickly at

first under the influence of SLRFT, then experiences enormous

fluctuations, increases very slowly, decreases quickly afterward, and

ultimately increases slowly and gradually. Approximately 10.88 kPa

separates the final value. With a fluctuation between 12.5 kPa and

14.6 kPa in stage III, point A’s abutment stress under the impact of

ASPP virtually stabilizes. However, it is affected by SLRFT, which

causes it to climb gradually at first, decline quickly subsequently,

and then stabilize gradually. SLRFT has a much smaller impact on

the final value, 3.7 kPa, than ASPP, which has a much larger impact.

SLRFT is most effective, as demonstrated in Figure 7B, at

reducing the rock’s abutment stress in the sandy mudstone

beneath the middle portion of the lower working face. The

abutment stress of point B grows gradually in stage I, then

increases quickly, and eventually stabilizes. Its highest value under

the impact of ASPP is 3.0 kPa, which is higher than 1.7 kPa under

the influence of SLRFT. In stage II, the abutment stress at point B

that is affected by the ASPP varies initially with a slight fluctuation,

then reduces linearly step by step after that, then grows slowly step

by step after that, and eventually increases extremely rapidly to the

peak. It maintains stability at first under the impact of SLRFT,

declines quickly after that, declines slowly after that, and eventually

climbs quickly until it reaches its peak. The peak value affected by

ASPP is 18.2 kPa, which is significantly higher than 2.6 kPa that was

affected by SLRFT. In stage III, the abutment stress at point B

rapidly drops to zero and then remains constant. The velocity that

ASPP has caused is more than the velocity that SLRFT has altered.

The abutment stress of the rock in the sandy mudstone above the

lower coal pillar is significantly influenced by SLRFT, as illustrated in

Figure 7C. Abutment stress at point C under the influence of ASPP
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remains zero during stage I before increasing quickly and then

decreasing quickly at the end. Whereas, the SLRFT-influenced

variable maintains zero at first, increases gradually later, increases

quickly after that, increases gradually after that, and stabilizes at last.

Its greatest value affected by SLRFT is 9.7 kPa, a much higher amount

than 3.6 kPa thatwas affected byASPP. In stage II, theASPP-influenced

abutment stress at point C grows gently at first with variability, then

quickly in themiddle, and slowly toward the end. The SLRFT, however,

causes it to decline quickly at first, remain stable afterward, and then

grow gradually over time. Its maximum value that is affected by SLRFT

is 10.1 kPa, a far lower amount than 14.2 kPa that is affected byASPP. In
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stage III, the ASPP-influenced abutment stress of point C initially rises

and then falls over time. In contrast, it is impacted by SLRFT and

initially remains stable before decelerating quickly, increasing slowly,

and eventually stabilizing. Its highest value that SLRFT can alter is

11.8 kPa, which is less than 18.0 kPa that ASPP may impact.
5 Discussion

SLRFT is an effective way to weaken the abutment stress around

the longwall entry under the close distance coal pillar during the
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 6

Structural morphology of bearing structure influenced by SLRFT and ASPP. (A) ASPP effect in stage I. (B) SLRFT effect in stage I. (C) ASPP effect in
stage II. (D) SLRFT effect in stage II. (E) ASPP effect in stage III. (F) SLRFT effect in stage III.
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combined retreating process of the upper and lower working face,

although the partial overburden weight above the worked-out area

still loads on the unworked-out area by the bearing structure

(Jirankova et al., 2012). Compared with the traditional natural

caving method (Wen et al., 2019), SLRFT weakens the abutment

stress mainly through changing the stress transfer mechanism in a

way of varying the structural morphology, fracture characteristics,

and the movement behavior of the bearing structure above the

worked-out area.

During the course of its use in the conventional natural caving

method, the mining-induced abutment stress primarily passes

through the upper coal pillar into the longwall entry. It primarily

maintains stability and results from the stable abutment stress in the

upper coal pillar before the upper working face retreats (Kang et al.,
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 10
2017). The variational abutment stress in the higher coal pillar

causes it to rise quickly as the upper working face retreats (Colwell

et al., 1999). In the top coal pillar during the combined retreating of

the upper and lower working faces, the variational abutment stress

causes it to increase quickly once more (Liu et al., 2021).

According to Shen et al. (2019), SLRFT initially reduces the

variational abutment stress in the coal pillar by altering the

structural morphology of the bearing structure above the coal

pillar. This is because the variational abutment stress in the coal

pillar is primarily caused by the activation of the bearing structure

above the coal pillar. In stage I, the bearing structure transitions

from a two-sided T-shaped cantilever structure to a one-sided

basin-shaped cantilever structure above the upper coal pillar, as

well as from a masonry structure to a suspended structure and a
B

C

A

FIGURE 7

Abutment stress of rock influenced by SLRFT and ASPP. (A) Point A in the sandy mudstone below the lower coal pillar. (B) Point B in the sandy
mudstone below the middle location of the lower working face. (C) Point C in the sandy mudstone above the lower coal pillar.
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caving rock mass next to the cantilever structure. With or without

the help of SLRFT, it will produce rotational subsidence, new

masonry structures, and one-side cantilever structures, but, in

stages II and III, it only produces rotary subsidence.

SLRFT, which can lead to the various bearing structures

discussed above, weakens the abutment stress surrounding the

longwall entry under close distance coal pillar by altering the

fracture characteristics of the bearing structure above the upper

coal pillar. Stage I of the fracture involves non-penetrating

horizontal and oblique gaping fractures that transition into

stepped closed fractures and penetrating fractures in the roof

above the worked-out area. In stage II, they will display behavior

such as closure, extension, opening, and piercing. After then,

without the help of SLRFT in stage III, a new oblique opening

fracture develops and extends to the higher roofs. The effect of

SLRFT in stage III compacted the earlier cracks into closure.

SLRFT alters the movement behavior of the bearing structure

above the upper coal pillar, which can lead to the various fractures

described above, weakening the abutment stress surrounding the

longwall entry under close distance coal pillar. The main roof’s

sinking changes from a moderate, linear trend to a rapid, stepped

trend in stage II due to the immediate roof’s higher subsidence

velocity under the effect of SLRFT than it would be without it. The

primary cause is an improvement in stage II and stage III filling

rates, compaction levels, and dilatancy of the caving rock mass due

to shorter caving step lengths, more layered collapse, and greater

caving heights of the immediate ceiling. As part of the overburden

load is transferred into the worked-out area from the compacted

worked-out area, the upper coal pillar’s loading may be

compromised because of the worked-out area’s increased support

area for the bearing structure.

Under the condition of the discussion, the bearing structure

above the upper coal pillar is shown in Figure 8. AgH is the weight

of the rock above the bearing structure. A is the abutment stress

coefficient in the bearing structure. g is the average volume weight.

H is the buried depth of the rock strata. q is the support stress of the

coal pillar. k is the support coefficient of the compacted worked-out

area. kq is the support stress of the compacted worked-out area. x1 is

the cantilever length of the bearing structure. x2 is the compacted

length of the bearing structure. M is the bending moment of rock

around the bearing structure. According to static equilibrium, the
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support stress of the coal pillar can be calculated using Equation (2).

Its bearing capacity coefficient z can be calculated by Equation (3)

for the determined geological and engineering conditions.

q =
x1 + x2
kx1 + x2

AgH (2)

z =
x1 + x2
kx1 + x2

(3)

To evaluate the loading impact of the bearing structure on the

coal pillar, the bearing capacity coefficient can be used. As shown in

Figure 9, it will vary depending on the cantilever length of the

bearing structure and the support coefficient of the compacted

worked-out region. Shorter cantilever length and higher support

coefficient may be able to reduce the abutment stress in the coal

pillar. This is because the bearing capacity coefficient will rise as the

cantilever length of the bearing structure increases and will fall as

the support coefficient of the compacted worked-out area increases.

This may help to explain how SLRFT is able to reduce the abutment

stress surrounding the longwall entry when the coal pillar is situated

close by.

When there are deep rock strata beneath the coal pillar, hard

roofs above the coal pillar, and wide caving rock mass in the

worked-out area in nearby coal seams, SLRFT can be employed

to lessen the abutment stress surrounding the longwall entry. The

implications of the vertical separation in the stress propagation path

between the close-proximity coal seams and the discontinuous

interface on the SLRFT, however, need to be further investigated

in the future.
6 Conclusion

When the longwall entry encounters the evolution of the

abutment stress brought on by numerous mining activities, it is

challenging to prevent the close-proximity coal pillar from

experiencing significant deformation. SLRFT was proposed to

lessen the abutment stress surrounding longwall entry and lessen

the significant distortion of this type of entry.

SLRFT, a technique for remodeling roof-bearing structures

under mining disturbance, consists of three interactive
FIGURE 8

Mechanical condition of the bearing structure above the upper coal pillar.
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components: the ASPP, the ASPI, and the MALU. By dividing the

lower thick rock stratum into numerous straticulate rock structures

along ASPP under MALU, ASPP significantly contributes to the

acceleration of the lower thick rock strata’s movement. By dividing

the upper thick hard roof into two portions along ASPI under

MALU, ASPI plays a crucial function in identifying the site of the

fracture of the upper thick hard roof.

The mechanism for the lowering of abutment stress was shown

using two physical simulation models with plane–stress

circumstances. SLRFT lengthens the stress transmission path by

altering the bearing structure’s movement patterns, fracture

characteristics, and structural morphology above the coal pillar.

First, the fracture in the ceiling above the worked-out area shifts

from a non-penetrating horizontal and oblique gaping fracture to

stepped closed fractures and piercing fractures. Second, the main

roof’s subsidence changed from having a steady, linear pattern to

one that was swift and stepped. The bearing structure finally

switches from a two-sided cantilever structure with a T type to a

single-sided cantilever structure with a basin type.

SLRFT results in a shorter step length, a more stratified collapse,

and a higher caving height of the immediate roof, which enhances

the dilatancy of the caving rock mass, the filling rate, and the degree

of compaction of the worked-out region. Because the compacted

worked-out region has a bigger support area, more of the

overburden load is transferred there, weakening the abutment

stress around the longwall entry from 12.5 kPa to 3.7 kPa. The

degree of stress reduction increases when the cantilever length of

the bearing structure is decreased and the support coefficient of the

compacted worked-out area is increased.

When there are deep rock strata beneath the coal pillar, hard

roofs above the coal pillar, or wide caving rock masses in the

worked-out area in close-by coal seams, SLRFT is an effective

approach to reduce the abutment stress around the longwall

entry. The implications of the vertical separation in the stress

propagation path between the close-proximity coal seams and the

discontinuous interface on the SLRFT, however, need to be further

investigated in the future. A feasibility, efficacy, and design analysis
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of SLRFT in various engineering geological settings can be done

using the established experimental model.
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FIGURE 9

Evolution of the bearing capacity coefficient.
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